ICT Integration in Teaching and Learning
Master Training
KIST 4, Kigali, Rwanda: 30 May – 2 June 2016
Introduction and Background
The Rwandan Education Board (REB) and the Rwanda Ministry of Education have been rolling out
training to Rwandan teachers to encourage the integration of technology into teaching and learning.
Furthermore, trainers had previously been trained on using the Intel Getting Started courseware. The
intention of this training session therefore was to build on pre-existing skills and knowledge; to expose
trainers to Microsoft tools and courseware which they can also share with teachers; and to provide
examples of a range of instructional design techniques which can also be deployed when training
teachers. In addition to helping teachers to integrate technology into teaching and learning, it is
hoped that trainers who attended this session are now better positioned to help teachers prepare for
the Microsoft Office Specialist exam and the Office 365 deployment.

Participants
Twenty three participants attended the five day long master training session. Of these twenty were
representatives of REB and three
represented MINEDUC. Training was
facilitated by Megan Rademeyer – who
is the Programmes Manager of
SchoolNet SA, a Microsoft Fellow and an
accredited Microsoft and Intel trainer.
Also in attendance was Phil Oduor,
Education Manager for Microsoft East
and Southern Africa, who was able to
give valuable insight into Microsoft
accreditation and demonstrations of
some of the newer Microsoft tools.

Courseware
All of the courseware for the master trainers’ session was added to a OneNote notebook – which
was also saved on to a flash drive for each participant. These materials can now easily be integrated
into the existing Rwandan Learning Management System for further deployment and use with
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teachers at training sessions. The OneNote of materials also includes the relevant sections of the
existing REB materials as reference materials to illustrate the harmonisation between the Microsoft
tools and courseware and the existing REB content.
The final version of the Rwanda ICT Integration Training OneNote can be found here:

http://bit.ly/1X7mQ8v
Agenda
The agenda for the training session was
circulated to REB prior to the training session
for their input and feedback. As far as
possible the sessions were named using the
same names as had been used in the existing
REB ICT Integration course so that trainers
could see how the Microsoft content could be
harmonised with the existing content.
Below is the agenda for each day and a brief description of some of each day’s highlights. In some
cases sessions did not take place strictly according to schedule as training tended to start later than
scheduled most days and the programme had to be adapted accordingly. Nonetheless attempts
were made to ensure that all relevant content was still covered in the time available.

Day 1
Day 1 – Monday 30 May 2016
Registration of participants and welcome remarks
Session 1: Introduction to the training on ICT integration in Teaching and Learning
Session 2: Policies related to ICT in Education
 Activity – Create a Sway to illustrate key factors in the Rwandan Education Policy
Break
Session 3: Basic ICT Concepts
 Activity: Jig-saw groups – investigate the pros, cons and possible uses of your assigned device
and add to OneNote
Lunch
Session 4: Troubleshooting ICT Problems
 Activity: Create an Office Mix in which you teach others about a technical problem and how
to solve it
Session 5: ICT and the Physical Environment
 Activity: REB Discussion Activity
Break
Session 6: Digital Literacy Certificate Test
 Activity: Take the online Digital Literacy Certificate Test
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To begin the session, participants were asked to interview a partner and then to introduce their
partner to the rest of the group. Participants were asked to state what they hoped to get out of the
training session, and the following points were noted by delegates:
 Microsoft support
 Information of using technology to support learners with special needs
 More knowledge of Microsoft products
 Insight into what other countries are doing with regards to integrating technology into
teaching and learning
 Ideas for how teachers are using technology in their lessons
 More information on Office 365 – including the features and benefits
 Ideas for encouraging teachers to use technology and to overcome their fear of it
 More information about the Microsoft Office Specialist accreditation
 Factors for improving the rollout of technology to schools
 Strategies for encouraging best practice use of technology in the classroom
Few participants had ever used Sway before, so the opportunity to try out a new tool whilst
summarising Rwandan educational policies was a task which most enjoyed. Below are the links to
some of the Sways which were created:
 https://sway.com/yKtCW9cWvdGbOeYf - by NYAMBO Aime Ciane
 https://sway.com/6HQrJa59y76smiJu - by Bimenyimana, Gerard
 https://sway.com/xWJLeAX63oI9hwFX - by Justine Ingabire
 https://sway.com/Vjrek9IUijyszQbQ - by N.KARIBU Claudine
 https://sway.com/TfSHHDccRdlEq9tz - by Sylvain Nshimiyimana
 https://sway.com/szSVSkDBIqKn8UUP - by IRADUKUNDA Octave
 https://sway.com/Yv8lSQYNAUpEC7QR - by Vincent Nyirigira
The jigsaw group activity was conducted with enthusiasm – and participants enjoyed adding the
information they had researched about different types of devices to the following collaborative
document: http://bit.ly/1X6gGWo. This activity illustrated how jigsaw groups could be used as an
instructional design tool for gathering information. The activity also provided an opportunity to
demonstrate how an Online PowerPoint document could be produced collaboratively.
The first day ended with participants taking the online Digital Literacy Certificate test. Whilst
participants had not worked through the content of the Digital Literacy Curriculum prior to taking
this test, the group discussed how the online test could be used as a form of diagnostic assessment
to recognise pre-existing knowledge and to determine focus areas for completing the online course.
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Day 2
Day 2 – Tuesday 31 May 2016
Session 7: Word Processing – Scenarios for Teachers
 Activity: ICT Skills for Teachers Word scenarios
Session 8: Micro-teaching
 Activity: Showcase of artefacts produced during the Word session
Break
Session 9: Instructional design of the ICT Skills for Teachers scenarios
Session 10: Preparing for the Microsoft Office Specialist Word Exam
 Activity: Review of practice materials
Lunch
Session 11: Educational Internet
 Activity: A WebQuest Challenge
Session 12: Email and Social Media
 Activity: ICT Skills for Teachers Internet scenarios
Break
Session 13: ICT Resources for Professional Development
 Activity: Microsoft Educator Community Bingo
A highlight of this day of training involved looking at the Microsoft ICT Skills for Teachers Word
scenarios and discussing the instructional design of this course. Participants especially enjoyed the
microteaching session which involved showcasing their best Word artefacts for the group.
The master trainers were encouraged to register on the Microsoft Educator Community and to
browse through the online courses that were available – including Technology Enriched Instruction
(TEI) and Teaching with Technology. The Bingo activity provided a fun opportunity to look at the
available materials whilst trying to answer as many questions as possible as a Bingo Scavenger Hunt
game.
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Day 3
Day 3 – Wednesday 1 June 2016
Session 14: Record Keeping
 Activity: ICT Skills for Teachers Excel scenarios
Session 15: Record Keeping – Mastering Microsoft Excel
 Activity: MOS Excel Practice Activities
Break
Session 16: Microteaching
 Activity: Showcase of artefacts produced during the Excel session
Lunch
Session 17: Introduction to Project Based Learning
Session 18: Manage ICT for Project Based Learning
 Activity: ICT Skills for Teachers OneNote scenarios
Break
Session 19: ICT to support teaching in the curriculum
 Activity: Applying OneNote scenarios to a project idea
The focus of the third day was Microsoft Excel – with participants again completing scenarios from
the ICT Skills for Teachers course that made use of Excel and working through the study notes for the
Microsoft Office Specialist Excel exam. The report back session for this activity took the form of a
TeachMeet – with participants demonstrating the feature of Excel that they had used and how they
had used it in under three minutes. This activity also showed participants a new technique they
could use for getting their participants to share ideas.
For the session on Educational Internet, participants were introduced to the concept of a WebQuest
– and were tasked with looking through one of the WebQuest examples in the Microsoft Partners in
Learning courseware. This session provided trainers with another instructional design tool which
they could make use of for project based learning activities.
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Day 4
Day 4 – Thursday 2 June 2016
Session 20: ICT to Support Traditional Pedagogy using PowerPoint
 Activity: ICT Skills for Teachers PowerPoint Scenarios
Session 21: Mastering PowerPoint
 Activity: MOS PowerPoint Practice Activities
Break
Session 22: Flipping your classroom with Office Mix
 Activity: Create an Office Mix that can be used as part of project
Lunch
Session 23: Microteaching
 Activity: Presentation of OfficeMix lessons
Break
Session 24: Microteaching - Continued

Whilst all of the trainers present already had experience in using Microsoft PowerPoint, the session
on Day 4 gave them an opportunity to find out about Office Mix and to try out this PowerPoint addin for themselves. Participants saw that the Office Mix tool can be used as part of a flipped
classroom activity as well as for remote teaching.
The session on Project Based Learning provided participants with an opportunity to reflect on some
of the dimensions of 21st Century learning as included in the Technology Enriched Instruction course.
Delegates were asked to apply the rubrics of 21st century learning design to case studies of how
other teachers had used Microsoft technology in order to enhance teaching and learning. This
provided a useful springboard into discussions about the advantages of incorporating technology
into teaching. In addition to drawing on components of the Microsoft TEI course, this section of the
programme also allowed participants to reflect on the features of a good project that they had
already encountered in the Intel Getting Started course and to apply this knowledge to analysing the
case studies given to their groups.
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Day 5
Day 5 – Friday 3 June 2016
Session 25: Preparing to take the MOS Exam
 Activity: Register for G-Metrix
Session 26: Microsoft Office Specialist Practice Exam
 Activity: Complete the G-Metrix Exam
Break
Session 27: Feedback and completion of online course evaluation
 Activity: Complete the online evaluation form
Presentation of certificates
Closing Remarks and Farewell
Lunch
The final collaborative task involved reporting back on the 21st century skills which had been
developed by a teacher in a case study assigned to a group. Participants often find it less threatening
to apply the techniques of analysing technology enriched instruction to the work of other teachers,
before looking at their own practices, and so this task worked well to get discussions going.
The final day of training focussed on preparing for the Microsoft Office Specialist exam. This involved
registering with G-Metrix and taking a practice exam. Whilst we experienced some problems with
the initial registration process, this was a valuable session in that it gave participants a real sense of
the types of questions they would face in the Microsoft Office Specialist Exam.
The final half day of training provided a useful opportunity to demonstrate some more of the newer
Microsoft online tools such as how to generate an Excel survey, how to create a collaborative
document, and how to access and work within a OneNote.
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Course Evaluation
Course participants were asked to complete an online Excel Survey to evaluate the course. This gave
a further opportunity for the Excel online survey tool to be demonstrated. Unfortunately limited
connectivity meant that only five people completed the online survey, however, it is hoped that
their largely positive feedback can be applied to the group as a whole. Recorded below are the
questions posed and the answers received:
Which aspects of the master training workshop did you enjoy?
 Preparation and organisation
 I am enjoy with: Office Mix, Onenote, Sway, PBL, Skype in the classroom, Excel, Powerpoint,
Word
 SWAY and OneNote
 Sway, office mix, OneNote, WORD, EXCEL
 The flow of contents (training program), training tools and information sharing
Which aspects of the master training workshop did you not enjoy?
 Logistic especially Transport of participants
 None
 The refresh training was amising
 Nothing for me, it went well the presentations were well prepared
 NONE
 Time management esp. morning hours
Overall - how would you rate the workshop
 Good (x2)
 Excellent (x3)
How would you rate the facilitator for this workshop?
 Good (x1)
 Excellent (x4)
Which tool did you enjoy learning about the most?
 Office Mix (x2)
 One Note
 Sway
 The Microsoft Office Specialist Exam
Please name other tools you enjoyed using or learning about.
 Microsoft Education Community
 office Mix
 OneNote, Microsoft Educator Community
 mix, oneNote,using minecraft
 The Microsoft Education Community
Which tools did you NOT enjoy learning about?
 I enjoyed learning about all the tools (x4)
 Excel (x1)
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Please describe one new skill you learnt for helping teachers integrate technology into teaching and
learning during this workshop.
 One note is a bank of good stuff not only for teachers but for all of us
 More practice is need for using ICT teaching and learning in the classrooms
 Using OneNote would help teachers integrate ICT in teaching and Learning
 Methodology of Teaching using ICT skills
Play a role of facilitator.
Increase research for more learning
 In 21st century context, the active and collaborative methods may dominate all teaching and
learning activities. That is, teachers mostly need to properly use technology in education.
Which tool did you NOT enjoy learning about?

Conclusion

It is anticipated the Rwandan Education Board will use the materials contained in the OneNote and
flash drives given to all participants to upload the relevant content to the existing Learning
Management System for the wider deployment to teachers. Contact details were exchanged for
telephonic support and assistance via email and Skype for Business as required. Delegates were also
encouraged to view the webinar series housed on the Microsoft Virtual Academy for further
guidance around using the Microsoft tools and integrating these into teaching and learning. These
webinars have been specifically developed for an African audience by Microsoft’s Victor Ngobeni
and SchoolNet’s Megan Rademeyer.
Overall the Rwandan Master Training for ICT Integration into Teaching and Learning was a success
with delegates being well prepared to introduce some of the Microsoft tools and courseware into
the training sessions that they are running for teachers. Many delegates seemed to enjoy the range
of instructional techniques that were used and it is hoped that some of these will find their way into
sessions that are deployed for teachers. The trainers had a range of sessions aimed at practicing
skills for using Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint which we believe provides them with good
practice for the Microsoft Office Specialist Exam.
Megan Rademeyer
SchoolNet SA – Programmes Manager
June 2016
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